
  YSD 5 Instructional Strategies:  Optimal Learning Model 

 

Strategy: Optimal Learning Model 
(also called “Gradual Release of Responsibility” and  “I Do; We Do; Y’all Do; You Do”) 

*To ensure all students at varying English Language proficiency levels can access content, use supplementary materials such as 

graphs, models, hands-on materials, and visual aids to make lessons clear and meaningful.   

Washington Transitional Bilingual Instruction Guidelines 

Planning Consideration for Optimal Learning Model 
Identify the key concept you want student(s) to come away understanding and able to do. 
Create a learning target in student friendly language. 

Develop questions to engage students’ thinking (Resources:   Bloom’s Taxonomy;  Costa’s Levels of Questions 
Using Rigor and Relevance to Create Effective Instruction Teacher Questions by Quadrant pg. 110 ). 

Determine appropriate question to follow each 5 minute (Kinder-2
nd

 grade) or 10 minute (3
rd

 grade and up) chunk 
of information. 

Determine appropriate time limits for each section of the model based on the complexity of the learning task.  

 

Optimal Learning Model 
CUE:  (also known as anticipatory set); lasts 2-3 minutes; use a timer 

Explain the learning target 
Name the strategy, skill and task 
State the purpose:  link to CCSS, RRR Framework, content connection 
Show a quality finished product (preferably student generated) 
 

I DO:  (also known as modeling); lasts 5-10 minutes; use a timer 
Say, “Watch Me” 
Use “I” statements in think aloud 

“I wonder…; I predict…; I think…” 
Provide an observable demonstration 
 

WE DO:  (also known as guided instruction); lasts 20 minutes; use a timer 
State learning target 
Lead students through additional observable demonstrations 
Acknowledge effort and provide immediate corrective feedback as needed 
Repeat until students are meeting objective, target, essential questions, today’s goal 
Go back to “I DO” if students need more modeling 
 

Y’ALL DO:  (also known as guided practice); collaborative learning; lasts 5-10 minutes; use a timer 
Restate learning target 
Give time limit for work 
Monitor progress to ensure student understanding 

Do the students get it? 
What do I do if they get it? 
What do I do if they don’t get it? 

Clarify, confirm what you see 
Encourage collaborative learning (helping and questioning one another) 
 

YOU DO:  (also known as independent practice); lasts 10 minutes; use a timer 
Set independent work expectation based on the learning target 
Show proficient example alongside student generated rubric 
Set time limit for work 
Offer feedback 
Teacher and/or students evaluate student work based on student generated rubric 
 

 


